


RESOURCEFUL

LEADER LEVEL 1

As long as this model is on the battle� eld 
and not shaken, you gain an additional 
Command Point at the beginning of the 
battle round.



LEADER LEVEL 2

Requires Resourceful
� is model automatically passes Nerve tests.

BOLD



LEADER LEVEL 2

Requires Resourceful
Other friendly models within 3" of this 
model – as long as this model is not shaken 
– automatically pass Nerve tests.

INSPIRING



LEADER LEVEL 3

Requires Bold
Re-roll hit rolls of 1 for friendly models 
within 3" of this model, as long as it is not 
shaken.

PARAGON



LEADER LEVEL 3

Requires Bold
Your opponent(s) must add 1 to Nerve tests 
for any enemy models within 6" of this 
model, as long as it is not shaken.

TYRANT



LEADER LEVEL 3

Requires Inspiring
As long as this model is on the battle� eld 
and not shaken, roll a D6 each time you use 
a Tactic.

On a 5+ you gain a Command Point.

TACTICIAN



LEADER LEVEL 3

MENTOR

Requires Inspiring
Once per battle round, when you choose a 
friendly model within 3" of this model to 
shoot in the Shooting phase – as long as this 
model is not shaken –you can re-roll failed 
hit rolls for that model until the end of the 
phase.



COMMS LEVEL 1

Once per Shooting phase, if this model is 
not shaken, when you pick another model 
from your kill team within 6" of this model 
to shoot, you can add 1 to hit rolls for that 
model in this phase.

SCANNER



COMMS LEVEL 2

Requires Scanner
Roll a D6 at the start of each battle round if 
this model is not shaken.

On a 5+, you gain 1 additional Command 
Point.

� is additional Command Point is lost at the 
end of the battle round if not used.

EXPERT



COMMS LEVEL 2

Requires Scanner
Once per battle at the start of the Fight phase, 
if this model is not shaken, subtract 1 from 
hit rolls for enemy models that make attacks 
while they are within 6" of this model until 
the end of the phase.

STATIC SCREECH



COMMS LEVEL 3

Requires Expert
Subtract 1 from the Leadership characteristic 
of enemy models while this model is on the 
battle� eld, as long as it is not shaken.

VOX GHOST



COMMS LEVEL 3

Requires Expert
Roll a D6 each time you use a Tactic while 
this model is on the battlefield and not 
shaken.

On a 6 the Command Points spent on that 
Tactic are immediately refunded.

COMMAND RELAY



COMMS LEVEL 3

Requires Static Screech
Once per Shooting phase, when you pick a 
model from your kill team to shoot a Heavy 
weapon, if this model is not shaken, you 
can re-roll the dice when determining the 
number of attacks that model can make.

TRIANGULATOR



COMMS LEVEL 3

Requires Static Screech
A� er each battle in which this model was 
in your kill team, if this model is not in 
Convalescence (pg 204) or dead, roll a D6.

On a 5+ you gain 1 Intelligence.

VOX HACKER



COMBAT LEVEL 1

Add 1 to this model’s Attacks characteristic.

EXPERT FIGHTER



COMBAT LEVEL 2

Requires Expert Fighter
Add 1 to hit rolls for this model in the Fight 
phase.

WARRIOR ADEPT



COMBAT LEVEL 2

Requires Expert Fighter
If any hit rolls of 1 or less are made for a 
model’s attacks that target this model in the 
Fight phase, unless this model is shaken, roll 
a D6.

On a 5+, the model that made the attack 
suffers 1 mortal wound after all of their 
attacks have been resolved.

DEADLY COUNTER



COMBAT LEVEL 3

Requires Warrior Adept
Any wound rolls of 6 you make for this 
model in the Fight phase in� ict 1 mortal 
wound on the target in addition to any other 
damage.

DEATHBLOW



COMBAT LEVEL 3

Requires Warrior Adept
Add 1 to the Attacks characteristic of this 
model for each enemy model within 1" of it 
at the start of the Fight phase, until the end 
of the phase.

COMBAT MASTER



COMBAT LEVEL 3

Requires Deadly Counter
You can re-roll any failed wound rolls you 
make for this model in the Fight phase.

KILLER INSTINCT



COMBAT LEVEL 3

Requires Deadly Counter
You can re-roll any failed charge rolls you 
make for this model.

BLOODLUST



DEMOLITIONS LEVEL 1

You can add 1 to this model’s wound rolls 
against targets that are obscured.

BREACHER



DEMOLITIONS LEVEL 2

Requires Breacher
You can re-roll wound rolls of 1 for this 
model when it is attacking with a weapon 
that hits automatically.

PYROMANIAC



DEMOLITIONS LEVEL 2

Requires Breacher
Add 3" to the range of any Grenade weapon 
this model uses.

You can re-roll hit rolls of 1 for Grenade 
weapons this model uses.

GRENADIER



DEMOLITIONS LEVEL 3

Requires Pyromaniac
If this model is in your kill team and not 
out of action when you make your Casualty 
rolls, roll a D6.

On a 5+ choose an opponent who played that 
mission to lose 1 Materiel.

SABOTEUR



DEMOLITIONS LEVEL 3

Requires Pyromaniac
If this model is in your kill team and you 
choose the Plant Traps strategy (pg 49), you 
can add 1 to the number of pieces of terrain 
you can booby trap.

SAPPER



DEMOLITIONS LEVEL 3

Requires Grenadier
You can add 1 to Injury rolls caused by 
this model’s attacks in the Shooting phase 
if those Injury rolls are for models that are 
obscured.

SIEGEMASTER



DEMOLITIONS LEVEL 3

Requires Grenadier
If this model is in your kill team and not 
out of action when you make your Casualty 
rolls, roll a D6.

On a 5+ you gain 1 Materiel.

AMMO HOUND



HEAVY LEVEL 1

� is model does not su� er the -1 penalty 
for shooting with a Heavy weapon after 
moving in the preceding Movement phase, 
or for shooting an Assault weapon after 
Advancing.

RELENTLESS



HEAVY LEVEL 2

SUPPRESSOR

Requires Relentless
Enemy models that are targeted by this 
model in the Shooting phase suffer a -1 
penalty to their hit rolls until the end of the 
phase.



HEAVY LEVEL 2

Requires Relentless
Ignore AP characteristics of -1 for attacks 
that target this model.

EXTRA ARMOUR



HEAVY LEVEL 3

Requires Suppressor
You can re-roll the damage for this model’s 
ranged weapons that have a random Damage 
characteristic (e.g. D3).

DEVASTATOR



HEAVY LEVEL 3

RIGOROUS

Requires Suppressor
You can re-roll hit rolls of 1 for this model 
in the Shooting phase.



HEAVY LEVEL 3

Requires Extra Armour
Once per battle round, you can make your 
opponent re-roll the Injury dice for this 
model.

INDOMITABLE



HEAVY LEVEL 3

HEAVILY MUSCLED

Requires Extra Armour
You can re-roll wound rolls of 1 for this 
model in the Fight phase.



MEDIC LEVEL 1

� is model is never treated as being shaken 
when taking Nerve tests for other models in 
your kill team.

REASSURING



MEDIC LEVEL 2

Requires Reassuring
Roll a D6 when a friendly model within 3" 
of this model su� ers a wound, as long as this 
model is not shaken; on a 6 that wound is 
not lost.

FIELD MEDIC



MEDIC LEVEL 2

ANATOMIST

Requires Reassuring
Re-roll wound rolls of 1 for this model in 
the Fight phase.



MEDIC LEVEL 3

Requires Field Medic
When an Injury roll is made for a friendly 
model within 3" of this model, as long as this 
model is not shaken, roll an additional dice 
and use the lowest result.

TRAUMA SPECIALIST



MEDIC LEVEL 3

TRIAGE EXPERT

Requires Field Medic
If this model is in your kill team and not out 
of action at the end of a battle, and you roll 
a Dead result when making a Casualty roll 
(pg 204) for a model from your kill team, 
you can roll a D6.

On a 4+ apply the Convalescence result for 
that model instead.



MEDIC LEVEL 3

Requires Anatomist
At the end of any battle in which you were 
victorious, if this model was in your kill team 
and not out of action, roll a D6.

On a 5+ you gain 1 Intelligence.

INTERROGATOR



MEDIC LEVEL 3

TOXIN SYNTHESISER

Requires Anatomist
Before deployment, you can pick up to D3 
models from your kill team.

Until the end of the battle, add 1 to wound 
rolls for attacks made with melee weapons 
those models are armed with.



SCOUT LEVEL 1

You can re-roll Advance rolls for this model.

SWIFT



SCOUT LEVEL 2

FORWARD SCOUT

Requires Swi� 
� is model automatically passes dangerous 
terrain tests (pg 42).



SCOUT LEVEL 2

PATHFINDER

Requires Swi� 
If this model is not in Convalescence (pg 
204), you can add or subtract 1 from the 
result when you roll to determine a mission. 

If you do, this model must be included in 
your kill team.



SCOUT LEVEL 3

SKIRMISHER

Requires Forward Scout
Your opponent(s) must subtract 1 from hit 
rolls for shooting attacks that target this 
model if the � ring model is more than 12" 
from this model and this model is not shaken 
or obscured.



SCOUT LEVEL 3

VANGUARD

Requires Forward Scout
You can re-roll hit rolls of 1 in the Shooting 
phase for attacks made by models from 
your kill team against enemy models that 
are within 6" of this model, as long as this 
model is not shaken.



SCOUT LEVEL 3

Requires Path� nder
If this model is in your kill team, you can 
roll a D6 at the start of the Scouting phase. 

On a 4+ you can pick an additional strategy.

OBSERVER



EXPLORER

SCOUT LEVEL 3

Requires Path� nder
A� er each battle in which this model was 
in your kill team, if this model is not in 
Convalescence (pg 204), you can roll a D6. 

On a 5+ you gain 1 Territory.



SNIPER LEVEL 1

You can re-roll hit rolls of 1 for this model 
when it makes a shooting attack.

MARKSMAN



SNIPER LEVEL 2

Requires Marksman
You can re-roll wound rolls of 1 for this 
model when it makes a shooting attack.

ASSASSIN



SNIPER LEVEL 2

Requires Marksman
If this model is Readied, add 1 to hit rolls 
when it makes a shooting attack.

SHARPSHOOTER



SNIPER LEVEL 3

Requires Assassin
On an unmodified wound roll of 6 for 
this model’s shooting attacks, increase the 
Damage characteristic of that attack by 1.

DEADEYE



ARMOUR PIERCING

SNIPER LEVEL 3

Requires Assassin
On an unmodi� ed wound roll of 6 for this 
model’s shooting attacks, improve the AP 
characteristic of that attack by 1 (e.g. AP0 
becomes AP-1).



SNIPER LEVEL 3

Requires Sharpshooter
� is model does not su� er the -1 penalty 
for shooting with a Heavy weapon after 
moving in the preceding Movement phase, 
or for shooting an Assault weapon after 
Advancing.

MOBILE



SNIPER LEVEL 3

EAGLE-EYE

Requires Sharpshooter
Increase the Range characteristic of all Rapid 
Fire and Heavy weapons this model is armed 
with by 6".



VETERAN LEVEL 1

� is model ignores penalties to its Leadership 
characteristic and Nerve tests.

GRIZZLED



VETERAN LEVEL 2

Requires Grizzled
You can re-roll one hit roll or wound roll for 
this model in each battle round.

PRACTISED



VETERAN LEVEL 2

SEEN IT ALL

Requires Grizzled
You can subtract 1 from Nerve tests for 
models from your kill team within 3" of this 
model, as long as it is not shaken.



VETERAN LEVEL 3

Requires Practised
You can add 1 to saving throws for this 
model.

SURVIVOR



VETERAN LEVEL 3

ONE-MAN ARMY

Requires Practised
� is model generates 1 Command Point at 
the beginning of each battle round, unless it 
is shaken or out of action.

� is Command Point can only be used for 
Veteran Tactics.



VETERAN LEVEL 3

Requires Seen It All
Enemy models su� er -1 Leadership whilst 
they are within 6" of this model, as long as 
it is not shaken.

BATTLE SCARRED



VETERAN LEVEL 3

NERVES OF STEEL

Requires Seen It All
You can re-roll failed hit rolls for this model 
when it � res Overwatch.



ZEALOT LEVEL 1

You can add 1 to this model’s Attacks and 
Strength characteristics in a battle round in 
which they charged.

FRENZIED



ZEALOT LEVEL 2

Requires Frenzied
Opponents must re-roll unmodi� ed hit rolls 
of 6 for models from their kill team within 
3" of this model, as long as it is not shaken.

EXULTANT



ZEALOT LEVEL 2

FLAGELLANT

Requires Frenzied
Roll a D6 each time this model loses a 
wound.

On a 6 the wound is ignored.



ZEALOT LEVEL 3

Requires Exultant
You can re-roll hit rolls in the Fight phase for 
this model against enemy models that do not 
have a Faction keyword in common with it.

PURITAN



ZEALOT LEVEL 3

ROUSING

Requires Exultant
Add 1 to the Leadership characteristic of 
models from your kill team within 6" of this 
model, as long as it is not shaken.



ZEALOT LEVEL 3

Requires Flagellant
� is model automatically passes Nerve tests.

FANATICAL



ZEALOT LEVEL 3

STRENGTH OF SPIRIT

Requires Flagellant
Subtract 1 for Injury rolls made for this 
model.


